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7- The submitted texts must not exceed 6000 words, avoid foot page notes, and try to 
integrate them into the body of your text; if you persist in putting footnotes, please note 
that they will be deleted by our editorial team. 
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- We request all authors to fill the bibliographic references of their articles once they 

have been accepted for publication:  
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Preface  

In response to the instructions of the Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific 

Research which encourages researchers to intensify the use of the foreign languages, mainly 

English, in the publication of their scientific papers, the editorial board of ‘Al Naciriya 

Journal’ decided to devote the first issue of 11 June 2020 volume to papers written in foreign 

languages, thus December 2020 will be concerned with articles published in Arabic.  In this 

regard, it is worth mentioning that in the field of humanities and social sciences Algerian 

researchers are reticent to use foreign languages  while publishing their ‘valuable’ researches, 

hence, making the the foreign reader(s) not capable to have access to the scientific production 

in the Algerian universities. 

This issue includes nine historical and social studies in different languages: English, 

Spanish and French. History research deals with modern and contemporary history and 

focuses on the international movement in the Mediterranean Bassin, while social studies treat 

the new issues in the contemporary Algerian society.    

The first article by Musa SROOR from Birzeit University in Palestine treats the place of 

the Endowments (Al Waqf) of Jerusalem (Al Quds) during the Ottoman Empire (19th century) 

regarding the international relations and the harsh competition of the major countries about it, 

while the second study, co-edited by Sana HADDOU and Rahmouna BELLIL from the 

University of Mascara,  deals with role played by the American consuls within the Algerian-

American relations in the Mediterranean Bassin in modern history. On its part, the paper 

proposed by Omar CHADLI from the University of Oran II deals with the tragedy of the 

Moorish life and culture in the 16th century A.D. the paper is based on the manuscripts of 

Alkhmayadi through his literature.  The part devoted to the historical file ends with a  study 

presented by both of the researchers Belkacem BOUMEDINI, and Nebia DADOUA 

HADRIA from the Centre of Scientific and Technical Research in Social and Cultural 

Anthropology in Oran (CRASC) entitled: Oued Echouli: History of a Toponym, History of a 

Song, History of a Martyr. The Song "Wâdi Al-Shûli" About the Martyr Al-Râis Ben Allal as 

A Case Study.   

The social studies file includes two studies on the subject of identity and ideology. The 

first by Sofiane DJEFFAL from the University of Mascara, deals with the subject of the 

translation of the Algerian cultural identity into English and how the other looks at it (cultural 

identity), while the second study presented by Mohamed LASHEB from the University of 

Oran II proposes an overview about the historical ideology presented in the textbooks for 

pupils in eaxams’ classes.    
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 Regarding technology and social networking file, a study co-presented by Iman 

SKKOUR and Lelya CHAOUI from the University of Algiers III deals with how social media 

transformation and development changed the negative audience into an active and interactive 

audience. In the same context, the study presented by Noureddine BENSOULA, from the 

University of Mascara, tries to highlight the meaning of the neologism ‘e-flies’ and their 

direct (sometimes terrible) effects on the behaviour of individuals and how they (‘e-flies’) 

influence people to adopt certain situations. Last and not least, the paper of  Massika 

LANANE from the University of Bejaia, deals with the influence of the technological, 

economic, sociocultural, and poitical factors on our living conditions leading most of the time 

to a psychological burnout as result of a persistent work-related stress and ongoing tension.  

Finally, we would like to thank all those who responded positively and actively – 

assistant editors, reviewers as well as  researchers whose papers were accepted for publication 

– contributing thus to the birth of this new issue of ‘Al Naciriya Journal’, we hope to renew 

this experience with more scientific rigour and respect of the international publishing 

requirements.       

  Ouddène BOUGHOUFALA 

Editor in chief 


